
The City of Davenport would like to thank you for your participation in the 
first round of Davenport NEW workshops.  The workshops were attended 
by nearly 300 Davenport residents.  Through your participation and the 
participation of your neighbors, the workshops generated over 700-
recorded comments. 

City staff has been working on addressing as many of the issues that were 
brought forward during the workshops as possible.  Some of the issues 
were able to be resolved quickly while many others will require additional 
efforts from residents, elected officials, and staff. 

These workshops provided a unique opportunity for Davenport residents, 
elected officials, and City staff to begin dialogues on issues that Davenport 
neighborhoods face and begin to develop neighborhood plans. 

As the Davenport NEW process continues the City would appreciate your 
continued participation and encourage you to invite your neighbors to 
participate. 

Thank You 

The Neighborhood Recognition process was 
started to provide neighborhood groups an 
opportunity to be active participants in the 
decisions that affect their neighborhood. 

The process involves an application followed by 
formal recognition by the Davenport Mayor and 
City Council for those neighborhood groups that 
meet the recognition criteria. 

To be recognized, a neighborhood needs to have 
by-laws, a defined area, officers, open meetings, 
and meet at least twice a year.  Roy DeWitt, the 
Neighborhood Services Specialist, has templates 
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Residents discuss issues at Davenport NEW Workshop 

 

I believe the NEW workshops are 

the quickest, most efficient way for 

residents to bring their concerns 

and needs directly to the City 

Department that would be involved 

in solving it.  – Sharon Fortney 

“I enjoyed the NEW meetings.  They were much better because we citizens were able to communicate the problems in our 

neighborhood and show them on your provided maps. That way, even if you didn't remember everything we mentioned as problems, 

you could look on the map and see where the problems are.  I feel there was much better communication.”  – Sandra Jurgens 
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During the summer of 2009, the City held a series of 14 Davenport NEW 
Workshops.  One workshop was held in each of the Planning Areas with 
one final workshop during a Saturday Frieght House Farmers Market.  The 
purpose of these workshops was to introduce the Davenport NEW process 
and gather qualitative data on the wellness of each area.  The first 
workshop, held in Planning Area 2, followed a traditional public meeting 
format with City staff talking at the audience.  Following this first 
workshop, the City changed the format of the meetings to include a brief 
introduction of Davenport NEW and an interactive Planning Area Café 
format where participants were asked to visit each of six “theme” tables.  
City staff facilitated discussions at each theme table centered on a map of 
each individual planning area.  Participant comments and concerns were 
then documented on the maps. 

The Davenport NEW Workshops drew 281 unduplicated participants, with a 
few participants attending multiple meetings.  These participants provided 
over 700 comments that were recorded on the maps.  This section 
provides a summary of the comments gathered through the workshops.  
These comments are presented by Planning Area and by the “theme” table 
where the comments were recorded.  The “theme” tables were Parks, 
Library, Public Works, Transportation, Code Enforcement & Housing, and 
Public Safety & Neighborhood Organizing.  These comments fell into 39 
common themes across the “theme” tables.  These common themes are 
listed below.  All of the comments can be read on the City’s website 
www.cityofdavenportiowa.com/neighborhoods.  

PARKS THEMES IDENTIFIED 
• Expand facilities and services at existing parks 
• Keep up on maintanance at existing parks 
• Increase number of parks in newer and expanding areas of City 
• More neighborhood plantings in the medians, boulevards and at corners of major 

intersections 
• Improve connectivity between the bike trails, existing parks, and future parks. 
• Increase support for year-round activities in parks. (Sledding, skating, XC skiing, etc) 
• Utilize empty lots in the city as community gardens at little or no cost to residents. 

 

Residents discuss Transportation issues at Davenport NEW Workshop 

 

“The best way to make 

Davenport a better place to 

live is for the city 

departments and the 

people to make things 

happen.  The 

neighborhood groups are a 

great avenue to help with 

this process.  Please keep 

up these types of meetings 

and workshops!!” – Pat 

Schilling 

Neighborhood Comments 

Please see Comments on page 3

I really enjoyed attending 

the Davenport NEW 

workshop.  It allowed me 

to learn more about 

proposed improvements, 

ask questions, and provide 

input in the development of 

my neighborhood.  I think 

this level of interaction 

encourages people within 

Davenport to feel like 

participants in the 

development of the 

community. – Laura Kauth 

“I enjoyed the "NEW" workshop very much.  It's a 

really good idea to have such an exchange directly 

with people of the city from the various 

departments.  I sure appreciate their coming out 

and spending their personal time in evenings to 

meet people.  I think that such contacts with people 

in each of the neighborhoods will bring city 

business closer to the people.  Hopefully input from 

people would be of value in the city planning and 

provide valuable feedback.  It will serve to offset 

any cynicism that might come from lack of 

communications or understanding of what the city 

is doing for its citizens.”  – Dick Koos 
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Following each Davenport NEW workshop, the 
City worked on addressing the comments that 
were received.  Some examples of the 
immediate response include addressing long-
standing unreported parking issues.  Public 
safety and code enforcement issues that were 
identified at the workshops were shared with 
appropriate staff to address following each 
workshop. 

The Parks & Recreation Department will be 
incorporating facility and access comments 
into the Parks Master Plan that will be 
developed. 

Public Works received many comments about 
the condition of the City’s infrasturcture that 
will be addresed through the Capital 
Improvement Program.  The Library addressed 
concerns about the maintenance of the 
gardens at the Fairmount Library. 

available to assist neighborhood groups to organize and 
become recognized neighborhoods. 

To date the City has recognized 10 neighborhoods and 
has several more neighborhood groups in the process of 
becoming recognized. 

Some of the advantages of becoming a recognized 
neighborhood are enhanced coordination with City Staff 
for neighborhood projects including neighborhood 
watch and beautification, representation for your 
neighborhood during the neighborhood planning 
process, access to scholarships for leadership courses 
and regional and national conferences, and free books 
and other materials to help you organize your 
neighborhood... just to name a few.  Call 888-3440 for 
more details. 

 

Residents discuss Public Safety issues at Davenport NEW Workshop 

City Response 

Recognition from page 1 

LIBRARY THEMES IDENTIFIED 
• Hours: longer evening hours and better, information on 

which library is open late on what nights 
• Desire for bookmobile, expanded home delivery, or 

library 'substations' 
• Expand collection: DVDs, fiction, non-fiction, audio 

books 
• Increase access and parking: bike paths, sidewalks, bus 

stops/shelters, parking downtown 
• Expand programs & services: youth, seniors, music, 

crafts, bookstore, and outreach 
• Expand "NetFlix" and "NetBoox" type system for putting 

items on reserve 
• Expand Special Collections: collection, outreach, 

geneology, and local history programs 
• Ensure technology is available and accessible by all and 

that on-line systems work properly 
• Mixed reviews on new location for children's section at 

Main library: security, noise, etc. 
PUBLIC WORKS THEMES IDENTIFIED 
• Stormwater issues throughout City 
• Alley conditions 
• Snow removal & piling snow in alleys and sidewalks 
• Sidewalks: older areas need them repaired; newer ares 

need them built 
• Street conditions: potholes, ruts, and sinkholes 
• Truck traffic restrictions 
• Pedestrian access issues with timing on lights at 

numerous intersections 
• Improve control of residential stormwater management 

practices 
• Ensure that street lighting throughout the city is 

adequate and functioning efficiently 

Comments from page 2 

Please see Comments on page 4

“I attended the very first Davenport New meeting.  About 

32 people from our neighborhood association attended as 

well.  Many of us left encouraged that this City was now 

listening to residents about major planning decisions.  The 

surveys there helped our voices to be heard, and we were 

introduced to many new people and services we weren’t 

even aware existed.  We are very excited about the steps 

that have been taken, and look forward to more great 

things to come!”  – Genaire Walker 

“I thought it was a great experience to be able to 

meet various city officials that oversee the 

departments that are very important to 

Davenport citizens. I’m looking forward to 

watching this program grow!” – Stephanie 

Hernandez 
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CODE ENFORCEMENT THEMES IDENTIFIED 
• Increase proactive code enforcement/increase "eyes-on-

street" to identify issues before they become problems 
• Investigate exterior property maintenance code 
• Tie code enforcement to rehab assistance programs 
• Increase landlord and tenant education to make better 

neighbors 
PUBLIC SAFETY & NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZING THEMES 
IDENTIFIED 
• Speeding throughout City 
• Many people run stop signs and red lights 
• Extra patrols requested in Vander Veer, Coventry 

subdivision, and Schalk's & Oakbrook subdivisions 
• Build capacity in neighborhoods by providing more tools 

and resources that help neighborhoods to organize 
• Coordinate neighborhood improvements to provide for 

safer routes to school 
TRANSPORTATION THEMES IDENTIFIED 
• On street parking issues: meters downtown and narow 

streets elsewhere 
• Sidewalks: older areas need them repaired; newer ares 

need them built 
• Visibility and traffic control at numerous intersections 
• Public transit: hours, routes, frequency 
• Expand bike/walk trails throughout City; focus on 

connecting residential areas with services 

The City will facilitate three citywide 
“Neighborhood Summits” in 2010 to keep the 
dialog open between the City and its 
neighborhoods… an extension of Davenport NEW.  
These summits will cover all areas of the City 
and follow a similar format to the Davenport 
NEW Workshops that were held during the 
summer of 2009. Check the City of Davenport 
website frequently for dates and locations. 

These summits will include brief presentations 
on emerging issues and breakout sessions using 
the “planning area café” format to allow 
participants to identify any issues within their 
neighborhood. 

The City is also currently working with residents 
living in Planning Area 2 to develop a 
neighborhood plan.  This plan will be developed 
through an intensive process and be completed 
by December 2010.  Once completed and 
adopted by City Council, these neighborhood 
plans will become part of the Davenport 2025 

Comprehensive Plan.  Stay tuned for more! 
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